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Bane Table

Ascension Table

1
Gardens of glass, form a giant maze.
(Power) What lies at its center, and what
chases you through it?

2
Ritual chambers, each holding a different
pact. (Any) Which ritual must you prevent,
and which must you aid?

3
Library of scrolls, each speaking aloud its
contents to those who unwrap it.
(Knowledge) What must you learn before
you can leave?

4

Great hall, in which festivities have already
begun. They celebrate a perversion of a
familiar holiday, what is it? (Any) The
celebration cannot be ended until the host
is satisfied, what do they demand?

5
A place for the dead, with restless spirits
and their keepers at odds with one
another. (Revenge) Who should you side
with in order to leave this place?

6
A bustling market of goods familiar, yet
not. (Wealth) What must you acquire in
order to book passage above, and how
will you buy it?

1 A terrible truth of the world comes to you,
and it haunts your every thought. What is it?

2 You are being pursued by someone or
something. Can you escape it?

3
Your body changes, becoming more alien.
What changes and how do your
companions respond?

4
A figure approaches and demands a
strange cost be paid. What do they
demand?

5
A compulsion courses through you,
demanding to be satisfied.What must you
accomplish?

6
The Queen demands a sacrifice in blood.
Whose will you use, and how much does
she desire?

A city visits our collective dream: the Crimson
Spire. Enter the Spire’s alien and haunted halls
to reach the Crimson Queen and be granted a
boon.

Create Your Dreamer

Dreamers have four traits, all starting at 0.
• Fierce: act with strength and power
• Wits: quick thinking and reason
• Grace: deft of body and sharp of tongue
• Arcane: magics to warp reality

What do you carry with you into the Spire?

• Sword: Take lives. For honor, pay, or fun?
+1 Fierce, +1 Grace

• Stave: Wield magics. What did you sacrifice
to do so?
+1 Wits, +1 Arcane

• Shield: Protect. Who did you fail to save?
+1 Fierce +1 Wits

• Sling: Hunt beasts. What gave you that scar?
+1 Grace, +1 Arcane

What boon do you seek from the Crimson
Queen?
GM, the Spire seeks to do the opposite during
their journey, and will act accordingly.

Power. +1 Fierce
• GM, cripple them
Knowledge: +1 Wits
• GM, unravel them
Revenge: +1 Arcane
• GM, haunt them
Wealth: +1 Grace
• GM, strip them

Core Mechanic

When you act and the outcome is uncertain,
you must roll. Roll 2d6 and add a trait:
• 1-6: Failure. The Spire fights back
• 7-9: Success. The Spire asks a price, or

demands retribution
• 10+: Success. The Spire gives into your will

for now

The Dream &Nightmare

Before a roll, you may call upon the Dream for
aid. Be graced with supernatural prowess, know
things you couldn’t possibly know, or change
reality to what suits you. Roll 3d6 instead of 2d6,
keeping the two highest. The lowest is set aside
to create the Nightmare. Every time a player
rolls, they compare their roll to the Nightmare
total. If they roll less, they suffer a bane from the
Spire. Roll on the Bane table to see the effect.

Ascension

The dreamers must ascend three tiers of the
Spire before they reach the throne. Roll on the
Ascension table for each tier to determine its
shape, as well as what is required to ascend. If
someone’s Boon is listed, they answer,
otherwise anyone may answer.

When you ascend a tier, the Nightmare
diminishes based on its current total.
• 1-5: Remove all dice from the pool
• 6-9: Remove all but the lowest die from the

pool
• 10+: Remove all but the highest die from the

pool

When you escape the third tier, reflect on your
journey:
• What did it cost to come here? Was it worth

it?
• What did you learn about yourself? What

did you learn about your companions?
• What boon do you seek? Collect it.

Collect Your Boon

Roll 2d6 and compare to the Nightmare:

If you roll lower, the Queen finds you lacking.
You change, becoming an inhabitant of the
Crimson Spire. What are your last thoughts?

If you roll greater, the Queen finds you worthy.
Your boon is granted, and you wake from the
dream. What has changed?

If you roll equal, the Queen asks one last price.
Roll on the bane table, and wake in a cold
sweat. How does the Spire stay with you for the
rest of your life?

The Crimson Spire


